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Quadient Announces AP Automation
Solution Integration with Microsoft
Dynamics Business Central
Quadient’s AP solution automates AP work�ows to empower accounting
professionals and allow �nance teams to focus on higher-value work.

Dec. 20, 2022

Quadient has announced a new partnership between its accounts payable (AP)
automation cloud solution and Microsoft Dynamics Business Central (formerly
known as MS Dynamics NAV) that will bene�t users in North America, UK, and
Ireland.

Through the new integration with Quadient Accounts Payable Automation by
Beanworks, companies using Business Central on premises as their ERP will reduce
time spent on manual data entry, as well as more quickly code and approve invoices.
Key features �nancial professionals can leverage through the integration include
unlimited approval channels for automated routing, auto capture to populate invoice
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header details and dollar amounts and the ability to sync data between systems on a
custom schedule or on demand with one click.

“Even with a great ERP like Business Central, you have several tasks that take two or
three minutes. That may not seem consequential in a vacuum, but when you
multiply it hundreds of times over, you see why so many accounting teams struggle
to make time for more analytical, impactful work,” said Yash Boosharya, vice
president, product management, AP Automation at Quadient. “We’re excited to be
able to help resolve those issues for so many accounting teams through this
partnership.”

Quadient’s AP solution automates AP work�ows to empower accounting
professionals and allow �nance teams to focus on higher-value work. From purchase
to payment, Quadient AP Automation integrates with many leading ERP software
solutions, such as the recently announced enhancements to Quadient AP
Automation with NetSuite. The solution is part of Quadient’s Intelligent
Communication Automation cloud-based software platform, which also offers
accounts receivable (AR) automation and management, customer communications
management (CCM), document automation and customer journey mapping (CJM).
More than 12,000 customers worldwide rely on Quadient cloud software solutions.
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